AHIMA Fellows
March 2020

1. Mervat N. Abdelhak, PhD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
2. Maria Caban Alizondo MOL, RHIT, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
4. Kimberly A. Baldwin-Stried Reich, MBA, MJ, RHIA, PBCI, CPHQ, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
5. Dorine L. Bennett, EdD, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
6. Delena C. Bidwell, MA, RHIA, CCP, CPUR, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2006 - Retired
7. Sue E. Biedermann, MSHP, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2010
8. Judy A. Bielby, MBA, RHIA, CCS, CPHQ, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
9. Cassi L. Birnbaum, MS, RHIA, CPHQ, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
10. Meryl F. Bloomrosen, MBA, MBI, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
11. Debra A. Boppre, MSM, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2015
13. Elizabeth D. Bowman, MPA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
15. Sandra S. Brightwell, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
16. Melanie S. Brodnik, PhD, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
17. Mona M. Burke, MA, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
18. Jill Burrington-Brown, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
19. Mona Y. Calhoun, MS, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
20. Carol A. Campbell, DBA, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2008
22. Sheila A. Carlon, PhD, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2002
23. Donna J. Cartwright, MPA, RHIA, CCS, RAC, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2009
24. Bonnie S. Cassidy, MPA, RHIA, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001
25. Ann F. Chenoweth, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2015
26. Jill S. Clark, MBA, RHIA, CHDA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
27. Nancy K. Coffman-Kadish, MS, RHIA, CAPM, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
28. Marie T. Conde, MPA, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
29. Rochelle Cooper Kowalski, MSA, RHIA, CCS, CPC, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2015
30. Sarah E. Cottington, MHA, RHIT, CHTS-IM, CPHQ, CPEHR, FNAHQ, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2014

† Deceased
31. Dawn L. Criswell, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2009
32. Janice E. Crocker, MSA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2007- Retired
34. Lynette K. Czarkowski, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
35. Susan Daniel, MEd, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
36. Nadinia A. Davis, MBA, RHIA, CIA, CPA, CHDA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
38. Rose T. Dunn, MBA, RHIA, CPA, CHPS, FHFMA, FACHE, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2002
39. Vanessa A. Duplechain, MS, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
40. Janie DeSpiegelaere, MBA, RHIA, CCS, PCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
41. Kathryn A. DeVault, MSL, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, PCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
42. Claire R. Dixon-Lee, PhD, RHIA, CPH, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2003
43. Perry E. Ellie, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
44. Rose T. Dunn, MBA, RHIA, CPA, CHPS, FHFMA, FACHE, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2002
45. Virginia E. Evans, MBA, RHIA, CPC, CRC, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2010
46. Susan H. Fenton, PhD, MBA, RHIA, CPHI, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2011
47. Lisa R. Fink, MBA, RHIA, CPHQ, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
49. Cathy A. Flite, PhD, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001
50. Teresa M. Foley, MA, RHIA, CPHQ, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2006
51. Elizabeth J. Forrestal, PhD, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2001
52. Leslie Ann Fox, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2005
53. Kathleen A. Frawley, JD, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2014
54. Denise A. French, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001
55. Barbara P. Fuller, JD, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2009
56. Jan C. Fuller, MBA, RHIA, CPHIMS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
57. Sandra R. Fuller, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2006
58. Linda C. Galocy, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2017
59. Marie I. Gardenier, MBA, RHIA, CHPS, PMP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
60. Jennifer Hornung Garvin, PhD, MBA, RHIA, CPHQ, CCS, CTR, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
61. Kathy Giannangelo, MA, RHIA, CCS, CPHIMS, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2008
62. Stephanie M. Giberson, MS, RHIT, CHPE, CRCR, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2016

† Deceased
67. Karen Collins Gibson, MSA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
68. Sarah E. Glass, MA, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
69. Colleen A. Goethals, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
70. Leslie Gordon, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
71. Lynne Thomas Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
72. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
73. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
74. Michelle A. Green, MPS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
75. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
76. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
77. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
78. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
79. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
80. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
81. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
82. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
83. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
84. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
85. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
86. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
87. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
88. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
89. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
90. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
91. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
92. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
93. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
94. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
95. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
96. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
97. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
98. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
99. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
100. Leslie Gordon, MBA, RHIA, CAE, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
101. Pawan Goyal, MD, MHA, MS, PMP, CPHIMS, CBA, CPHI, FHIMSS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
102. Leah A. Grebner, PhD, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
103. Zaikvia D. Green, PhD, MSHA, LHRM, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016

† Deceased
104. Mary L. Juenemann, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2019
105. Beth H. Just, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2010
106. Ellen Shakespeare Karl, MBA, RHIA, CHDA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
107. Seth J. Katz, MPH, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
108. Tim J. Keough, MPA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
109. Elaine P. King, MHS, RHIA, CHP, CHDA, CDIP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
110. Shelly R. Kirkland, MHIA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
111. Linda L. Kloss, MA, RHIA, CAE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
112. Karl J. Koob, MMIS, RHIA, CPEHR, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
113. Lynn M. Kuehn, MS, RHIA, CCS-P, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001
114. Pamela J. Lail, MHA, RHIA, CHDA, CPHI, PMP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2015
115. James R. Lantis, Jr., MHA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
117. Kathleen M. LaTour, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
118. Madonna M. LeBlanc, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
119. Chrisann K. Lemery, MS, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
120. Sharon I. Lewis, MBA, RHIA, CHPS, CPHQ, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
121. Christi L. Lower, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
122. Katherine G. Lusk, MHS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
123. Stephanie J. Luthi-Terry, MA, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
124. Anne M. Mahalik, MPA, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
125. Shirley Ann Eichenwald Maki, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2004
126. Sue M. Malone, MA, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004 - Retired
127. Eve-Ellen Mandler, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
128. Barbara J. Manger, MPA, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
129. Barbara J. Manor, MA, RHIA, CHDA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
130. Anita Michelle Martin, MEd, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
131. Marjorie H. McNeill, PhD, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
132. Dana C. McWay, JD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2015
133. Jacqueline A Moczygemba, MA, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
134. Goverdhan D. Mogli, PhD, FHRIM(UK), FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2007
135. Jennifer E. Mueller, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
136. Gretchen C. Murphy, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
137. Lewis Geoffrey New, MBA, RHIA, CHFP, CRCP, FHFMA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2019
138. Pamela K. Oachs, MA, RHIA, CHDA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
139. Michele O'Connor, MPA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
140. Barbara Odom-Wesley, PhD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004

† Deceased
141. Carole L. Okamoto, MBA, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
142. Lisa C. Paige, MPA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
143. Susan Lee Parker, MEd, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2015
144. Karen R. Patena, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
145. Mary Mike Pavoni, MSMOB, RHIA, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2001
146. Mariruth Petrik, MBA, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2018
147. Robert Perez, MSA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
148. Deborah J. Perkins, MBA, RHIA, CPHQ, FACHE, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2010
149. Donna R. Pizzulli, MPA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
150. Cheryl A. Plettenberg, EdD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
151. Catherine E. Porto, MPA, RHIA, CHP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2017
152. Valerie S. Prater, MBA, RHIA, CCS-P, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2018
155. Harry B. Rhodes, PhD, MBA, RHIA, CHPS, CPHIMS, CDIP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2007
156. John Richey, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2015
157. Laurie A. Rinehart-Thompson, JD, RHIA, CHP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
158. Laura J. Rizzo, MHA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
159. April D. Robertson, MPA, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2007
160. Daniel F. Rode, MBA, CHPS, FHFMA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
161. Vickie L. Rogers, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2006
162. LisaRae Roper, MS, MHA, CCS-P, CPC, CPC-I, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
163. Angela Dinh Rose, MHA, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
164. Vera Rulon, MS, RHIT, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
165. Sally J. Rynberg, MSA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2009
166. Nanette B. Sayles, EdD, RHIA, CHPS, CHDA, CPHI, CCS, CPHIMS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
167. MariBeth Schneider, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2016
169. Karen S. Scott, MEd, RHIA, CCS-P, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013
170. Susan P. Scully, MS, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2015
171. M. Beth Shanholder, MAED, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
172. Patricia L. Shaw, EdD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2006
173. Patty Thierry Sheridan, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
174. Cortnie R. Simmons, MHA, PMP, RHIA, CDIP, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2018
175. Margaret A. Skurka, MS, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2008
176. Donna J. Slovensky, PhD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001
177. Carol F. Smith, MBA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2013

† Deceased
178. Diann H. Smith, MS, RHIA, CHP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
179. Jody Smith, PhD, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2004
181. Geraldine Smothers, MPA, RHIA, CSL, CPHQ, FAHIMA † - Fellowship Granted 2008
182. C. Jeanne Solberg, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2012
183. Cynthia A. Spann, MIS, RHIA, CHPS, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2017
184. Renae L. Spohn, MBA, RHIA, CPHQ, CPHI, FNAHQ, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2006
185. Mary H. Stanfill, MBI, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2009
186. Rachelle S. Stewart, DrPH, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2007
187. Dwan A. Thomas-Flowers, MBA, RHIA, CDIP, CCS, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2019
188. Kathy C. Trawick, EdD, MAEd, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
189. Tricia E. Truscott, MBA, RHIA, CHP, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
190. Mariela T. Twiggs, MS, RHIA, CHP, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
191. Carolyn R. Valo, MS, RHIT, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2008
192. Carol A. Venable, MPH, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
193. Shirley Ann Villaire, MS, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
194. Susan Wallace, MEd, RHIA, CCS, CCDS, CDIP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2014
195. Diana M. Warner, MS, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2010
196. Amy L. Watters, EdD, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
197. Valerie J. Watzlaf, PhD, MPH, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2003
198. Roseann Webb, MNM, RHIA, LHRM, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2012
199. Lou Ann Wiedemann, MS, RHIA, CPEHR, CHDA, CDIP, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2009
200. Melinda A. Wilkins, PhD, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
201. Lynette M. Williamson, MBA, RHIA, CCS, CPC, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2011
202. Kelly A. Wilson, MBA, RHIA, CHP, HCRM, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2013
203. Sandra K. Winkelmann, MHA, RHIA, CHDA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2015
204. Jami R. Woebkenberg, MHIM, RHIA, CPHI, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2018
206. Lynn-Marie D. Wozniak, MS, RHIT, CDIP, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2019
207. Pamela Riebel Yokubaitis, MPH, RHIA, FAHIMA- Fellowship Granted 2004
208. Cindy Zak, MS, PMP, FAHIMA - Fellowship Granted 2001

† Deceased